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Abstract

As machine learning (ML) is deployed in high-stakes domains, such as disease diagnosis or prison sentencing, questions of fairness have become an area of concern in the development of ML. This interest has produced a variety of statistical fairness definitions derived from classical performance metrics which further expand the decisions that ML practitioners must make in building a system. The need to choose between these definitions raises questions about what conditions influence people to perceive an algorithm as fair or not. Recent results highlight the heavily contextual nature of fairness perceptions, and the specific conditions under which psychological principles such as framing can reliably sway these perceptions. Additional interdisciplinary insights include lessons from the replication crisis within psychology, from which we can glean best-practices for reproducible empirical research. We survey key research at the intersection of ML and psychology, focusing on psychological mechanisms underlying fairness preferences. We conclude by stating the continued need for interdisciplinary research, and underscore best-practices that can inform the state-of-the-art. We consider this research to be of a descriptive nature, enabling a deeper understanding and a substantiated discussion.

1 Introduction

Advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) are now a matter of public life. In the course of daily life, a person may now interact with AI multiple times in both high and low stakes aspects of their life. As decisions are outsourced to machine learning (ML) powered AI systems, the need for facing the challenge of creating fair decision-making processes is becoming ever more pressing. Unfair decision making by AI systems occurs in many domains: Gender recognition systems fail systematically on darker-skinned faces, healthcare algorithms codify existing biases and amplify health disparities, popular natural language processing models perpetuate stereotypes, and algorithms used in sentencing and bail decisions disproportionately label Black people as high risk incorrectly and white people as low risk incorrectly (Buolamwini and Gebru [2018], Obermeyer et al. [2019], Angwin et al. [2016]). This is especially important because there is a risk that marginalized groups in particular will be more severely impacted by these algorithmic techniques (Barocas and Selbst [2016]). In response, machine learning researchers have formalized fairness by writing it as a constraint that can be...
Many definitions exist, each with different social and political values, but they are mutually exclusive and cannot co-exist (Chouldechova, 2017; Kleinberg et al., 2016). In order to deploy any of these fair machine learning interventions, a practitioner must choose a type of fairness to employ, a decision that technical expertise alone does not prepare one to make, some additional information is needed to make that decision.

The approach to constrain learning with a second objective is unlikely to be sufficient; we will need a broader understanding to prevent ML-powered AI from perpetuating discrimination. Practitioners and social scientists alike note that individual learning algorithms are embedded in larger systems that also require attention (Holstein et al., 2019; Selbst et al., 2019). Practitioners have seen that more data can improve fairness, but how much is good enough remains an open question (Holstein et al., 2019). Fairness is not simply translated into an equation; it is socially constructed and generally context-specific, and computing’s aim to modularize and abstract everything may hurt the overall endeavor (Selbst et al., 2019). For example, the protected attributes are generally modeled as exchangeable and independent even though they are intended to capture and represent aspects of individuals’ identities that are instead hierarchical and interacting (Hanna et al., 2020).

However, under some assumptions of how the bias occurs, fairness constraints can provide the desired outcome. For example, assuming that the training labels are incorrect at different rates for different groups of people, adding a specific fairness constraint (equal opportunity) can improve performance on the base task and overcome the errors (Blum and Stangl, 2020). This demonstrates that we need to understand the bias and the way it occurs as well. Further, computing can have broader roles in society than building new technologies; computing can, for example, serve as a diagnostic, formalizer, for rebuttal, or synecdoche as well (Abebe et al., 2020). For example, fairness definitions may carry a greater utility as a diagnostic than as an intervention, for metric for quantifying and monitoring how real-world systems are serving. In this light, understanding how these definitions are perceived can serve as a formalizer and synecdoche, helping make explicit and timely how individuals and groups express their biases. This understanding can guide policy discussions and public education to improve literacy of the technologies that impact people’s daily lives.

Our main contribution is to demonstrate the relevance of a thoroughly considered research design that allows measuring participants’ true fairness preferences, understanding underlying mechanisms, ensuring real-world applicability and replicable results. Moreover, we also want to emphasize that this research is of a descriptive nature. We do not propose that practitioners’ direct recommendations be based on majority perceptions of ML fairness. First and foremost, this research should lead to a clearer understanding of the situation to enable subsequent discussions on implementing fairness criteria in practice with a more substantiated scientific foundation. In the following, we will present the initial papers and their used approaches to explore this research challenge. Afterwards, we will highlight the important opportunities of an interdisciplinary approach by emphasizing the benefits that a psychological perspective could bring to this research.

2 Perceptions of Fair Machine Learning

Largely inspired by the need to understand the impact of ML beyond the traditional performance metrics, several recent studies have evaluated preferences across fairness definitions, the degree to which people understand fairness definitions, and the inherent design trade-offs when considering fairness in an ML system (Harrison et al., 2020; Saha et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020; Srivastava et al., 2019). In this section we provide summaries of the key questions, design choices, and findings of these studies, reserving critique or evaluation of the studies for the subsequent sections.

Harrison et al. (2020) aims to directly evaluate perceptions of fairness. Their study includes 502 Mechanical Turk workers. They present participants with scenarios based on the COMPAS dataset. Harrison et al. (2020)’s study investigated participants’ preference between multiple competing notions of fairness: accuracy, false positive rate (FPR), outcomes, and consideration of race in decision making. They assessed these notions of trade-off by giving participants choices between competing models of bail eligibility. In each choice, participants could choose Model X, which - for instance, held accuracy constant across racial groups while varying FPR, or competing Model Y, which held FPR constant across racial groups while varying accuracy. By providing similar choices pairing each of their four notions of fairness, and observing consistency in choices across participants,
Harrison et al. (2020) investigated which fairness notion was most-preferred by subjects. They concluded that, when given a choice between equalizing accuracy and equalizing FPR (the chance of being mistakenly denied bail), subjects prefer equalizing FPR. However, as discussed in Section 4, their conclusions are based on a weak preference that may fail to emerge in other studies.

Saha et al. (2020) aim to assess non-experts’ comprehension of fairness metrics, examining the degree of comprehension and factors that influence comprehension. They conduct a preliminary study with three scenarios: hiring, giving employees awards, and judging a student art project to validate the method. They observed no variation in comprehension based on the context scenario, so they restrict the larger studies of the main research questions to only one scenario. They recruit participants roughly matching the US population on Clint, 147 for the validation study and 349 for the main study. In their main study they provide visual representations that illustrate the fairness definitions as a decision rule that a decision maker must follow in order to be fair for participants. Participants were asked if they agreed with and if they liked each rule on two separate Likert scales. Then comprehension is evaluated through a series of comprehension questions presented in several forms. Some ask the participant to apply the rule to determine how many offers to send, other questions ask participants to consider true/false statements about how the fairness rule relates to hiring based on merit and other factors.

Saha et al. (2020) found that comprehension scores are lower for rules representing certain fairness definitions rather than others. Based on their comprehension scores, participants had a harder time understanding fairness rules representing the definitions “equal opportunity” and “false negative rate (FNR),” compared to other fairness definitions (for example, demographic parity). Additionally, they found that FNR generated the greatest disagreement between participants in their comprehension scores. Finally, they found that those with the greatest comprehension scores tended to show the greatest negative sentiment towards a given fairness rule.

Srivastava et al. (2019) apply a "descriptive ethics" approach to identify the mathematical notion of fairness that most closely matches lay people’s perception of fairness across different contexts. They hypothesize that distinct notions will be preferred across different contexts, but find that demographic parity is simply preferred in both recidivism risk assessments and health skin cancer risk assessment.

In addition to eliciting fairness preferences, the authors also gather explanations from participants regarding their choices. They recruited 20 MTurk volunteers for a pilot study in which they establish participants’ preferences between two explanation interfaces (a free response text box was preferred over a structured text box), validating the interface they selected for the final study.

Then, in their main studies, the authors assess participants’ perceptions of fairness using an adaptive experimental design. Paid MTurk workers are asked to judge the fairness of algorithms designed to predict a defendant’s recidivism risk (Context 1) and skin cancer assessment (Context 2), with 100 participants evaluating each context. In each context, the algorithms vary in how discriminatory or fair they are along several dimensions of fairness: demographic parity, error parity, false discovery rate, and false negative rate.

In each test set participants are provided pairwise choices between hypothetical predictions, and then shown the racial and gender breakdown of the two sets of predictions. Each test includes the same set of 10 individuals (3 white men, 2 white women, 2 Black men, 3 Black women) with true outcomes and the predictions for each choice. Participants are then asked to to choose which algorithm is more discriminatory.

Each pairwise test is administered by an adaptive algorithm that varies the parameters of the participant’s choice set (i.e., degree of discrimination, dimension of fairness). Simulation is used to demonstrate that of the 9262 possible tests, random presentation order would require 600 tests to have a high confidence prediction of the participants preference – but only 20 are required for the adaptive presentation procedure. Therefore, each participant receives up to 20 tests. The testing stops when the algorithm determines a participant’s preferences along each dimension of fairness. The authors then evaluate fairness preferences with a survey, where participants are presented 3 algorithms that represent different positions in an overall accuracy/fairness space. One is highly accurate with a large gender disparity, the second is moderately accurate with a moderate gender disparity, and the third is the least accurate but equal across genders.

Yu et al. (2020) propose a tool to help algorithm designers understand the trade-offs, which they validated based on the responses of 301 MTurk workers. They reexamine the classical trade-offs
between types of errors and between accuracy and fairness. To illustrate the trade-offs, they produced a set of Pareto optimal predictors on racially and gender balanced subsets of the nonviolent offenders COMPAS dataset (Angwin et al., 2016). After participants interact with an instructive tool to aid in their understanding, the authors assess their comprehension of inherent fairness and accuracy trade-offs. They compared subjects’ evaluations and comprehension of the model’s results across three conditions: a interactive visual (a confusion matrix view), an interactive text-based tutorial (text view) or a baseline (in which participants received no experience with an instructional tool). They then measured participants along to three separate metrics: objective comprehension (their score on a multiple-choice test), subjective evaluation (their ranking of their understanding on a Likert scale), trust (their perceived trust score on a Likert scale) and additional information through expert interviews. They also asked participants to choose which model that they preferred (i.e., which was most consistent with their values) while allowing them to interactively view the statistical consequences of their chosen model (i.e., the FPR versus FNR Pareto frontier, as well as the fairness versus accuracy Pareto frontier). Yu et al. (2020) found that both interactive views offered a statistically significant increase in comprehension. Additionally, they found that while half of the subjects changed their level of trust in the algorithms predictions after experience with an interactive tool, that subjects were approximately as likely to increase their trust (22.3%) as reduce their trust (25.1%).

Based on their findings, Yu et al. (2020) propose a two-step design process in improving participants’ comprehension of these inherent trade-offs when making decisions of an algorithm’s fairness. First, they propose that they explicitly make participants aware of these trade-offs in an interpretable, accessible fashion – for example, through interactive demos, visualizations, and gamification. Second, they propose that instrument designers formally identify the trade-offs between competing models of fairness, for example, by comparing models at Pareto frontiers. By neglecting these principles, Yu et al. (2020) argue that researchers investigating algorithmic fairness might bias their participants understanding of fairness trade-offs, biasing their decisions.

3 Measurement

It is a complicated endeavor to measure human attitudes, since they can rarely be measured directly, but must instead be captured indirectly using a measuring instrument. One often under-considered assumption in measuring attitudes and behaviors is that some quality within the respondents is causing their answers (Jöreskog et al., 2016). However, there is often a part of that variance that can be attributed to the measuring instrument or method that researchers choose to use (Podsakoff et al., 2003). This highlights the need that researchers should consider the signal-to-noise ratio, wherein a portion of the noise is attributable to the actual method itself – this is known as method variance. The decisions which measuring instrument is chosen, which manifest variables are selected to describe the latent constructs, and which potential mechanisms are assessed, are crucial to whether the study results will be reliable and reflect the true preferences of the participants or not.

Moreover, it is of particular importance that the generated results are generalizable, thus can be applied to the real-world, as these studies should provide guidance for practitioners as soon as possible. Psychological research has developed extensive expertise in measuring human attitudes. And in the following we will point out some weaknesses of the studies on ML fairness conducted so far, to demonstrate why the discipline of psychology brings a valuable perspective to this discussion.

3.1 Reliability

To assess comprehension of ML fairness, Saha et al. (2020) uses a questionnaire and reports Chronbach’s Alpha reliability coefficients between .38 and .64, none of which meet the recommended .70 threshold for reliable measurement (Kline, 2015). This is further complicated by the fact that in several analyses items were deleted to increase the reported alpha. Deleting scale items to help increase reliability is risky measurement practice because it is unlikely that this change in reliability locally generalizes from the sample to the population. This artificially inflates the reliability of the measure for reporting as it deflates the interpretability of the results (Raykov, 2007). Tinkering with scale measurements during analyses is an inherently exploratory method that needs to be reproduced to increase interpretability (Brown, 2015). In either case, analyzing the covariance of remaining items with a latent variable model is the recommended practice (Brown, 2015; Raykov, 2007). The
Table 1: A summary of studies investigating peoples’ perceptions of machine learning fairness. The number beside each attribute indicates a section of this paper that provides more details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Study</th>
<th>Recruiting</th>
<th>Num Participants</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Framing</th>
<th>Mechanisms</th>
<th>Generalizability</th>
<th>Power and Replication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>Sampling bias reduces reliability</td>
<td>Confound: framing effects (loss aversion &amp; level of abstraction)</td>
<td>Confound: sampling bias (via mechanisms like social identity)</td>
<td>Quantitative follow-ups (like mediation analysis) needed to understand why context changes preferences</td>
<td>Scale items deleted to inflate reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>87-100 / condition</td>
<td>Qualitative methods can’t establish statistical cause</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>100 / condition</td>
<td>Cronbach’s Alpha of .38 to .64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>Cint</td>
<td>147 (validation), 349 (main)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

reliability limitation of this study clearly shows that this research could benefit from a psychological perspective on measurement methods and, in particular, an interdisciplinary pool of reviewers can provide the necessary expertise to evaluate human subject experimental work.

3.2 Framing Effects

One way researchers make use of measurement instruments is observing participants’ choices in a questionnaire or survey, and from patterns in those choices, assessing preferences. While answering a survey, participants must continuously make decisions between different options. For example, in the paper by [Harrison et al. (2020)], participants must decide between a Model X and a Model Y, which both offer different trade-offs between fairness criteria. Both fairness criteria are presented in a particular way, but insufficient consideration is given to the fact that this representation of the various choice options strongly influences the decision-making process. The manner in which particular choices are perceived by the agent involved in the decision-making process is referred to as the “decision frame” ([Tversky and Kahneman (1981)]. The framing of a choice is determined by many different factors, such as individual characteristics of the decision-maker, but also by external factors, such as the presentation of a particular choice, and its anticipated outcomes and eventualities.
Since different choice options can nearly always be presented in various ways, the choice of the decision frame is crucial, as it most likely will influence the participants’ responses. This challenge has been addressed by psychological research for several decades, producing a vast literature ranging from classical studies about framing effects in risk communication to recent efforts of finding an integrated explanation for different underlying mechanisms of framing effects (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981; McNeil et al., 1982; Slovic et al., 2000; Chater et al., 2020; Oxley, 2020). Considering framing effects provides a valuable perspective for the discussion of research on people’s understanding of ML. The following critiques rely on primarily classical literature, because more recent studies investigate finer nuances of these effects, such as individual differences and context-dependency (Osmundsen and Petersen, 2020; Boyce et al., 2016). This expertise can contribute to avoiding confounding variables from the onset or to identify and tackle the contamination in constructive ways. In the following, we will discuss potential framing effects in the paper by Harrison et al. (2020) to illustrate our argument.

3.2.1 Loss Aversion

In Harrison et al. (2020)’s paper there are two fairness definitions which are framed in a particularly stark contrast to each other: "Accuracy" versus "Mistakenly Denied Bail". We argue that this particular decision frame results in an asymmetrical weighting of the fairness criteria presented to participants – giving one fairness criterion indirectly more weight than the other one. We base our assumptions on the well-established effect that losses and disadvantages seem to play a more important role in decision making for individuals than gains and advantages (Tversky and Kahneman, 1991; Mrkva et al., 2020). Individuals weigh losses more strongly than equally-sized gains (Tversky and Kahneman, 1986). This tendency to overweight losses is called loss aversion (Tversky and Kahneman, 1986). Often the potential outcomes of a particular decision can be expressed both as gains and losses. Since the tendency to avoid losses is asymmetrically stronger than the desire to seek equally-sized gains, individuals will give greater weight and respond more strongly when the same option is framed as a loss rather than a gain. The following findings will illustrate this effect further.

McNeil et al. demonstrate how framing an outcome as a loss can substantially change participants’ responses. Subjects were presented with two alternative therapies for lung cancer, surgery and radiation therapy, and were asked to indicate which one they prefer. However, the treatment alternatives were framed differently in the experimental conditions. One group of participants was given the mortality rate of the surgery (e.g. 10 percent), while the other group was shown the survival rate of the surgery (e.g. 90 percent). The fundamental information is identical, but the treatment option is presented differently – in one case, in terms of gains (survival), and in the second case, in terms of losses (mortality). Compared to radiation therapy, surgery was chosen significantly more often in the experimental condition when the survival rate of surgery was reported (e.g. 90 percent), instead of the mortality rate. When the treatment mortality rate was given (e.g. 10 percent), the tendency to avoid loss is more strongly triggered. This tendency to react more strongly to losses is also evident in other studies. Meyerowitz and Chaiken showed peoples’ motivation to perform a breast self-examination depends on the framing of cancer outcomes. Authors presented participants with a pamphlet that either emphasized the increased cancer risk associated with omitting the self-exam (loss frame), or the equivalent information framed in terms of the reduced risk associated with conducting the self-exam (gain frame). Emphasizing the negative consequences of omitting the examination was more effective in motivating people. The described studies demonstrate the extent to which differently framed messages (loss vs. gain frame) may result in deviating attitudes, even if content wise the same information is presented.

These framing principles (gains frames versus losses frames) come into effect in Harrison et al. (2020) when assessing participants’ preferences for certain fairness criteria over others. In particular, the labeling of the graphs shown to participants framed certain fairness criteria (for example, "Accuracy") in a positive / gain frame, and other fairness criteria (such as "Mistakenly Denied Bail") in a negative / loss frame. The manner in which fairness criteria are presented is important because it could potentially influence the participants’ responses. "Accuracy" is a positive attribute and should be increased, whereas "Mistakenly Denied Bail" is a negative attribute of the model, a potential mistake, and should be avoided. Equal accuracy could also be framed as a negative attribute, as equal error rates instead. The different frames result in a weighted asymmetry between the fairness criteria. We argue that the chosen presentation gives more weight to "Mistakenly Denied Bail" in the decision about which model is more fair, thus subjects are more likely to be guided by this fairness criterion.
instead of accuracy. This assumption is in line with the results: participants considered the model more fair, when FPR, "Mistakenly Denied Bail", was equalized between the groups, whereas an unequal accuracy rate remained the necessary trade-off (Harrison et al., 2020). Unfortunately, the design of the study makes it impossible to identify whether these results reflect a true preference for equal FPR over equal accuracy, or whether these results are simply due to the specific framing.

3.2.2 Level of Abstraction

Asking participants to compare "Mistakenly Denied Bail" to "Accuracy" also makes a comparison across levels of abstraction, since "Mistakenly Denied Bail" is framed as a very concrete event, while accuracy is an abstract metric whose concrete meaning can hardly be deciphered without additional context. Besides the aforementioned effect of loss aversion, this framing aspect might further cause that the fairness criteria of equalized FPR, "Mistakenly Denied Bail", is overvalued compared to an equalized accuracy rate. In the following, we argue that the participants might have intuitively relied on the availability heuristic, thus overestimating the probability of the occurrence that a person is mistakenly denied bail. The availability heuristic describes a mental shortcut that people apply to estimate the probability or frequency of events. In order to do so, they use their perception of availability, i.e. how easy it is to recall the relevant information (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973). This relationship between the ease of retrieval and the estimation of frequency has been demonstrated in many studies (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973; Lichtenstein et al., 1978; Nazlan et al., 2018; Braga et al., 2018). In one experiment by Tversky and Kahneman (1973), participants were asked to estimate whether words with the letter ‘R’ in the first or third position were more frequent. To answer this question, they relied on the availability heuristic. Naturally, it is much easier to retrieve words that have the particular letter in the first position than in the third position. This experiment was performed with 5 consonants (K,L,N,R,V), and the majority of the subjects expected that words in which the respective consonant is at the beginning are more frequent. In fact, the reverse is true: words in which the particular 5 consonants are in the third position are more frequent. The increased ease of recalling words with the consonants in the first place falsely led participants to believe that those words were more commonly used. Another study demonstrated that the frequency of lethal events was overestimated by participants if events were more concrete and easier to imagine (Lichtenstein et al., 1978). Presumably, the availability heuristic caused participants to give more weight to these occurrences.

Trope and Liberman (2010) proposed that an object can be expressed on different levels of abstraction, levels of construal. High levels of construal refer to abstract representations, whereas low levels of construal refer to more concrete representations. In order to illustrate these levels, the authors use the term "cellular phone" as an example of a low level abstraction, since the same object could also be referred to as a "communication device", a description that represents a higher level of construal. According to a study by Braga et al. (2015), the level at which an event is described, whether abstract or concrete, affects decision-making processes. A low level of construal is more likely to lead to the application of the availability heuristic. Moreover, experiments by Wakslak and Trope (2009) demonstrated that it is sufficient to manipulate the mindset regarding the construal level to influence participants’ probability estimates. Subjects who were induced into thinking more concretely, using a low-level-construal mind-set, estimated events as more likely than subjects, who were led to think more abstractly. Again, this study shows that there seems to be a connection between the level of abstraction in which an event is conceptualized and probability estimates of its occurrence.

When the two fairness criteria presented in Harrison et al. (2020)’s study are compared, it becomes apparent that the accuracy rate is described at a higher level of abstraction than FPR, "Mistakenly Denied Bail". The mere term "Accuracy" would hardly be enough to identify the concrete consequences of this fairness criterion, rather background information is needed to know that "Accuracy" is the measure for correctly categorized people who were either correctly granted bail or correctly denied bail. This decoding process reveals the higher level of abstraction, whereas the term "Mistakenly Denied Bail" immediately evokes a very concrete scenario. Due to the increased ease of retrieving relevant examples, participants may rely on the availability heuristic and thus intuitively overestimate the probability of occurrence of this particular event. Such an overestimation may lead to an inappropriate evaluation of the significance of this mistake. As a result, participants would again be tempted to give more weight to this fairness criterion when deciding between Model X or Y. As mentioned above, participants actually tended to perceive the model as fairer, in which the criterion "Mistakenly Denied Bail" was equalized. However, the used study design does not provide sufficient information.
to determine whether this tendency is due to a true preference or to the particular representation of
the two models. This dilemma again highlights the importance of a deliberate reflection on potential
framing effects of the measurement instruments and it demonstrates the value of a psychological
perspective on these challenges. The paper by Harrison et al. (2020) illustrates that an experimental
design has the potential to produce misleading results if framing effects are not carefully considered.
This is a cautionary tale: given the high societal importance of this research and the rapid entry of
ML powered AI into high-stake domains, it of utmost importance to quickly generate reliable results
to advance the debate on ML Fairness.

3.3 Mechanisms

Experiments can also help us to understand why people are making the choices they are making.
Harrison et al. and Srivastava et al. help to give us clues about where to look for causal pathways
that may lead to people’s choices of fairness metrics. Harrison et al. (2020) demonstrates that
when people are presented with options of fairness metrics, they make comparative choices and
Srivastava et al. (2019) shows us that these choices are not acontextual. In their study, when the
stakes were higher, when outcomes were considered, or when serious health concerns were involved,
people made consistently different choices between algorithmic accuracy versus groupwise fairness.
This highlights that the gravity of the decision and its’ impact on people’s lives have implications
for people’s preferences that should be considered in future studies and in algorithmic design.
Additionally, they give us new questions to test. Do people care most about accuracy in all medical
decisions or just life-threatening ones? At what point on the severity continuum do preferences shift?
If a particular medical condition is known to disproportionately impact one population does this
change people’s preferences? All of these questions may matter and should be explored in future
experiments.

Because a large number of important causal factors - spurious causes, in addition to causes of interest
- can influence a preference, it can be complicated to identify mechanisms behind choice. Mediation
analysis, the process of identifying variables that help to explain the influence of independent
variables on outcomes, can be useful in understanding the influence of the factors of interest. For
example, in Srivastava et al. (2019), multiple factors could be at play in driving preference for
FNR-based-equality instead of accuracy-based equality. For instance, Srivatsava’s paradigm allowed
20 participants to generate the closest wording from a truncated set of wording options to explain their
fairness preference. Triangulating causes for why preference choices were made from qualitative
analyses provides clues as to what we may empirically test in the future, but it does not allow us to
infer causal reasoning. Additionally, people are complicated and may make decision for multiple
reasons. Through the use of simultaneous equations, structural equation models give us the flexibility
to test multiple causal pathways at once or to compare competing causal models (Kline 2015; Pearl
2012). If participants were given the option to endorse multiple explanations, then we could test
multiple causal pathways in parallel or comparatively. Aside from a true conviction about a fairness
dimension, factors such as framing (for example, the abstractness or construal level) could be a
mediator - causally involved in the relationship between the fair/unfair scenario and the participant’s
response to it.

The question of how people arrive at their preferences should also be considered. Harrison et al.
and Srivastava et al. both used qualitative approaches to help us understand the range of causes that
might explain why people prefer fairness metrics within their specific paradigm. Importantly, in
highlighting that features of choices lead people to choose different metrics, we should be designing
experiments that empirically test the causal mechanisms hinted at in these designs. And in situations
where there may be multiple causes to consider, mediation analyses and structural causal models
can help us to empirically test competing models of how the concepts may fit together (Barocas et al.
2019). This approach will help designers to better know when it may be more important to consider
fairness metrics and what kinds of fairness metrics to consider given the context in which a decision
model will be implemented. We also need to know if these choices are due to whimsical causes such
as method variance and question framing, or due to the true convictions people have about fairness,
equality, and the gravity of the decision being made, and the people affected.

Furthermore, the demographic context in which the algorithm is to be applied as well as groups of
people who evaluate the ML fairness are also potential mechanisms, which might heavily influence
people’s fairness judgements. Participants from different racial groups have differing perceptions
about fairness and inequality in society (Dominance, 1999). Many kinds of decisions that algorithms are deployed to make decisions about—from bail, to creditworthiness, to health screenings—affect ethnic and racial minority populations differently than majority populations (Dieterich et al., 2016; Owens and Walker, 2020; Wachter et al., 2017). Consistent with the idea that people who identify with a particular social group want their group to have resource advantages over other groups (Tajfel et al., 1971), a participant in Harrison et al. (2020) revealed in an open ended response that as a White person they wanted to choose the algorithm that is most fair to White people. While this concept was engaged in Harrison’s study, it is possible that the methods obscured the possibility to see effects. Conversely, minority groups’ preferences about algorithmic fairness and the contexts wherein they may prefer one fairness metric or another could be different from the majority White M-Turk samples that many of these studies have used (Paolacci and Chandler, 2014). Future studies could consider whether preferences generalize across many groups and across variation in group disadvantage. Additionally, unequal FPR between Black and White people may yield differing preferences when the ML model is deployed in a predominately Black city as opposed to a predominately White one. The volume of people who could be needlessly jailed shifts radically when the bias affects 20 percent of the population versus 80 percent. As well, some diseases that algorithms may screen for are more prevalent in some groups than others, and it is possible that these kinds of demographic realities have implications for people’s preferences. In this respect, future research on ML fairness can certainly benefit from the extensive psychological expertise on inter-group relations.

3.4 Generalizability

All of the criminal justice scenarios across these studies rely on the COMPAS dataset collected by Propbulica (Angwin et al., 2016). These evaluate perceptions in the context of recidivism prediction, without acknowledging the challenges in that context beyond the algorithms (Eckhouse et al., 2019). However, several assumptions underlying Yu et al. (2020)’s design recommendations provoke questions about real-world applicability given their constructs of interest. First, Yu et al. (2020) base their ML learning interface on a “balanced dataset” - i.e., equal numbers of men and women, and equal numbers of blacks and whites (1500 White, 1500 African American, 800 male, and 800 female). This might over-represent, for example, white women compared to a real-world example – and cause bias in subject’s evaluations of fairness trade-offs in ways that separate from the real-world constructs that Yu et al. (2020) seek to measure. Second, Yu et al. (2020) focus on comprehension and evaluation metrics that might be more informative of ML problems in general, rather than those specific to the context of sentencing, racial bias, or criminal justice. The design assumptions they make about helping subjects make informed decisions through an interactive interface therefore might not adequately address differences in user-experience across different subsets of participants (Rau et al., 2019). Statistical issues like these - for example, replication (the likelihood of reliably and validly measuring the same construct across repetitions of the same experiment) - are further discussed in Section 4.

4 Power, Replication

In addition to the conceptual challenges of measuring human attitudes, we must assure that the statistical inferences are well powered for the results to be reliable. In particular, psychology has been viewed as facing a replication crisis: recent efforts to replicate key findings have not yielded similar results (Maxwell, 2004). Replicating results remain a critical factor in comprehensively developing our understanding of perceptions of ML fairness. The inability to replicate these studies in psychology is often attributed to strong pressure to publish in high impact journal and outlets. High-profile scientific journals have earned a reputation for publishing primarily novel positive findings (Koole and Lakens, 2012). These publications often discourage the negative findings and replications, leaving incomplete and biased literature that is centered around positive findings (Wiggins and Christopherson, 2019). To the extent that concepts like AI fairness can benefit from generalizable, trustworthy research in psychology, irreproducible discoveries ultimately hinder the progression of the state of science. Therefore an important interdisciplinary insight from psychology - possibly even more important than positive findings - is how to detect irreproducible research, and how to dis-incentivize its publication.
Statistical power and publication bias are deeply correlated; given an effect and sample size, it is possible to calculate the likelihood of finding a positive result. As a result, low powered studies and studies with a p value of or near .05 paired with an unexpected result should be a red flag that this effect is unlikely to replicate. In Wiggins and Christopherson (2019), the authors argue that red flags such as these should be incorporated into publication criteria in order to filter-out irreproducible studies. If not, researchers are incentivized to perform practices that make their finding quickly publishable, even if these findings are not entirely representative of a true effect (Button et al., 2013). Statistically underpowered studies have reduced odds of detecting a true effect – but even if these underpowered studies discover a true effect, the magnitude of that these effects are potentially exaggerated are extremely high (Button et al., 2013).

Another common research practice that results in easily-misinterpreted, low powered studies is uncorrected multiple comparisons - that is, simultaneously testing multiple hypothesis. Often, studies contain so many statistical tests that an acceptable number would be statically significant even if the power of any single test was inadequate (Maxwell, 2004). Critiquing these types of practices is critical in today’s research environment, because there are high social and economic costs associated with assuming the truth of irreproducible effects that are nevertheless assumed to be true. (Wiggins and Christopherson, 2019).

Harrison et al. (2020) evaluates participant’s preference for a human judge versus a model based on 12 comparisons through six pairwise comparisons. To correctly interpret these results, would require, for example, significance testing at a Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold – lowering the threshold from p=0.05 to p=0.0041667. By reporting trends with significance thresholds as high as p=0.08, the authors risk interpreting trends that could emerge due to statistical chance. Other studies included in this review, despite having smaller sample sizes, mitigate power issues by limiting the number of comparisons (Yu et al., 2020; Srivastava et al., 2019) or employing statistical techniques that are appropriate for selecting between a large number of models (see Srivastava et al. (2019)’s use of Akaike information criterion).

Furthermore, Harrison et al. (2020) themselves acknowledge that their 502 MTurk participants represent a convenience sample - meaning that they were included in the study simply because of ease of recruitment, rather than a more representative sample. Mturk participants in particular have been identified as not representative to the larger U.S. population (Sheehan, 2018). Mturk samples generally tend to have lower average incomes, higher education levels, lower average ages, and smaller percentages of most non-White groups, particularly Black and African Americans (Levay et al., 2016). In the case of Harrison et al. (2020), this led to an under-representation of non-White participants – leading to reduced statistical power for these sub-groups, as well as statistical bias, which reduces the likelihood that Harrison et al. (2020)’s findings generalize or replicate. Practices like this could lead to interpreting spurious, non-replicating effects as significant (Leek and Peng, 2015). The replication crisis in psychology has lead to improved research practices, these should be followed when evaluating perceptions of machine learning.

5 Descriptive Work

It is also important to emphasize that an empirical approach to understanding perceptions of fairness is distinct from establishing a normatively correct standard of fairness. In other words, augmenting the ML fairness literature with insights from psychology is a descriptive project – one designed to better understand people’s attitudes about algorithmic fairness, rather than one designed to decide which fairness notion is socially optimal. For example, Saha et al. (2020) note that their comprehension score negatively predicted participants’ likelihood of endorsing fairness rules. Greater comprehension was associated with decreased likelihood of agreeing with a fairness rule; however, describing this psychological tendency is different from endorsing it as a socially-optimal norm. Even though empirical work suggests that a fairness rule is more likely to be endorsed if it is less comprehensible, there is no normative implication (i.e., it does not imply we ought to make fairness rules less comprehensible so people find them fairer). Therefore, this research should lead to a deeper understanding of ML fairness perceptions, enabling a substantiated discussion. We are not proposing to use past and future results as direct recommendations for the practical implementation.
6 Conclusion

Notions of AI fairness are mutually-exclusive and therefore enforcing one type of fairness requires allowing other types of bias - this makes it impossible to create AI that is fair by all standards. To help narrow the scope of AI fairness, researchers have investigated which notions of fairness reflect real-world perceptions and understanding of fairness (Harrison et al., 2020; Saha et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020; Srivastava et al., 2019). However, social constructs such as fairness preferences are heavily depend on context, framing, and social factors such as demographics (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973, 1981, 1986, 1991; Trope and Liberman, 2010; Braga et al., 2015; Wakslak and Trope, 2009). Additionally, researchers must take proper statistical precautions in order to measure these preferences reliably and accurately: under-powered designs, sampling problems, publication pressure, and demographic assumptions can all lead to studies that fail to replicate (Maxwell, 2004; Wiggins and Christopherson, 2019; Button et al., 2013). Therefore, it is crucial to be sensitive to existing psychological literature (i.e., framing) as well as appropriate statistical methods when applying psychological insights to AI fairness. Insights from methods used in Judgment and Decision Making, Social Psychology, and Cognitive Psychology should be considered in order to prevent ML researchers from unnecessarily reinventing the wheel or making the same methodological mistakes that have already been problematized in those fields.

We leverage well-established psychological literature on framing and statistical replication to critically evaluate current work in AI fairness. While the current state-of-the-art provides researchers an excellent starting-point for better understanding AI fairness, there is still significant work ahead in creating generalizable, reliable assessment tools. For example, conclusions based on under-powered designs (Harrison et al., 2020) or demographic unrealities (Harrison et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2008) may not actually help make it any easier for researchers to successfully understand perceptions of fairness. Therefore, adopting an interdisciplinary approach - one that incorporates insights from psychology, statistics, philosophy, and other fields - is necessary in order to create fairer AI. These results of human experiments about perceptions of fair ML should appear in ML venues and be understood by ML researchers, but there might be another area of growth in our reviewing practices. Most ML researchers will not be aware of all of these factors, so we need a more interdisciplinary approach to both conducting and peer reviewing human subject experiments. We believe that only an interdisciplinary approach will appropriately address this highly relevant, societal challenge, and thus ensure that we will fulfill our obligation to future generations in implementing a responsible and fair use of algorithmic techniques.
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